
*(To be submitted In the company letter head by supplier) 

 
From. 

M/s__________________ 

Address:___________________________ 

 

I/we are bidder from ___________ (country). We does not belong to any of the below category 

mentioned.  

1. Any of entity/office/workshop of your organisation/incorporation, established in a country 

sharing land border with India, If yes, provide the full address of all such locations. 

 

2. Any of subsidiary of your organisation/incorporation, established in a country sharing land border 

with India, If yes, provide the full address of all such locations. 

 

3. Any of entity/office/workshop of your organisation/incorporation, controlled in a country sharing 

land border with India, If yes, provide the full address of all such locations. 

 

4. Any of entity whose beneficial owner is situated in a country sharing land border with India, If 

yes, provide the full name, address of all such locations. 

 

5. Any Indian Agent available, If so, Provide details of address and contacts. 

 

6. Any employee/directors who is/are citizen of country sharing land border with India, If yes, 

provide the full name, employee code and address of all such locations. 

 

7. Any of consortium/joint venture of your organisation/incorporation, established in a country 

sharing land border with India, If yes, provide the full address of all such locations. 

 

Meaning of beneficial owner  

1) In case of a company or limited liability partnership, beneficial owner is the natural person, 

who, whether acting alone or together, or through one or more judicial person, has a 

controlling ownership interest or who exercises control through other means.  

Explanation  

a) Controlling ownership interest means ownership of or entitlement to more than twenty-five 

percent of shares or capital or profits of the company. 

b) “control” shall include the right to appoint majority of the directors or to control the 

management rights or shareholder’s agreement or voting agreement.  

 



*(To be submitted In the company letter head by supplier) 

 
2) In case or a partnership firm the beneficial owner is the natural person (s) who whether 

acting alone or together or through one or more judicial person, has ownership of the 

entitlement to more than fifteen percent of capital or profits of the partnership. 

 

3) In case of an unincorporated association or body of individuals, the beneficial owner is the 

natural person(s), who, whether acting alone or together or through one or more judicial 

person, has ownership of the entitlement to more than fifteen percent of the property or 

capital or [profits of such association or body of individual.  

 

 

4) Where no natural person is identified under (1) or (2) or (3) above, the beneficial owner is 

the relevant natural person who holds the position of senior managing official. 

 

5) In case of a trust, the identification of beneficial owner (s) shall include identification of the 

author of the trust, the trustee, the beneficiaries with fifteen percent or more interest in the 

trust and any other natural person exercising ultimate effective control over the trust and 

any other natural person exercising the ultimate effective control over the trust through a 

chain of control of ownership. 

 

6) An agent is a person employed to do any act for another, or to represent another in dealing 

with third person.  

We have read the clause regarding restriction on procurement from a bidder of a country which 

shares a land border with India, we hereby declare that we do not belongs to any such country and 

are eligible to be considered.  

In case, any of information is found to be false, even after bid acceptance, immediate termination 

may happen and action will be taken as per law. 

Format is being filled without altering any of the clause mentioned in the given format**  

 

Dated: ______________ 

 

Authorised Sign and stamp____________ 


